The Torture Rack of Tragedy

Many of you around have witnessed something tragic or violent. Violence can lead to many problems, and a lot of big problems becomes into tragedy. At the moment of tragedy is what you wish never happened. But sometimes inside of you triggers your action, your choice to stand up for yourself, you take a couple of punches and think what can I do to stop this?

Throughout my life, I seen violence and experienced what it is like to be in violence. Violence was around every corner to be a part of and trust me, violence has really affected my life. Scary neighborhood, a tragic life, and a rough past which felt like a torture rack.
Youth violence is something that you can hear anywhere. Some kids get mad at other kids and sometimes they'll even draw a picture, they'll be in a fight. A lot of this can happen on the internet, like Facebook and Twitter.

Youth violence is something that happened to everybody as a child. Some people just stand there watching like it's a TV show but it's not. You need to do something when you see violence. Tell someone who can stop it or stop it yourself.

Your choice is your decision to do what's right or wrong. You stand up or back down. I feel sad and get confused on who to help. I would just stop the whole thing. People need to prove to bullies that not for mess with them.